
STARCO Flex  

 ` Shock absorption comparable to pneumatics
 `  Load capacity comparable to pneumatics
 `   Lightweight solid tyres – considerably lighter 

than conventional solid tyre
 `   Efficiency – no downtime due to punctures

 ` Long-lasting – up to four times the endurance 
of pneumatics

 `  Maintenance-free
 `  Lower operational cost

100% puncture-free wheels from STARCO



STARCO Flex Pro

STARCO Flex Pro

STARCO Flex Pro is recommended  on 
more smooth surface, but still workable 
on soft and semi-uneven sites. The Flex 
system will adapt to the ground giving a 
easy  use in service - The Pro solution.

The assembly comes in various versions that fit any 
demand.

 ` STARCO Flex Pro fitted on STARCO PP wheel – for light 
application, with the puncture free features and no risk 
for rusty wheels under any conditions

 ` STARCO Flex Pro fitted on STARCO steel wheel – for more 
demanding application, with the puncture free features 
and no risk for rusty wheels, due the our Automotive 
standard  E-coat system

 ` Handling and performance characteristics comparable to 
traditional pneumatics

 ` STARCO Flex Pro is proven in practice for many 
professional applications

 ` Efficiency: No service or repairs required, no costly 
downtime

 ` STARCO designed, engineered and produced



STARCO Flex Lite

STARCO Flex Lite

STARCO Flex Lite is recommended  
on smooth surface and semi-rough 
terrain, mainly for private user or 
lighter professional service.

 ` The assembly comes in various versions that fit any demand

 `  STARCO Flex Lite is supplied as  wheel and tyre in one unit in a PP/PU construction

 ` It comes as standard in Yellow/Black, but other colors are possible on order (larger scale)

 `    The Flex system in the construction makes an easy ride, making the wheel suitable for a 
wider range of application and area for lighter use

 ` Handling and performance characteristics comparable to traditional pneumatics

 ` STARCO Flex Lite is proven in practice for less demanding professional use

 ` Efficiency: No service or repairs required, no costly downtime

 ` STARCO designed, engineered and produced



The Sack truck version of our 
STARCO Flex Lite is most likely the 
ONLY wheel that are needed. 

It makes the job as a wheel very 
good – Keeping the usability of 
the application on a very high level 
as well as it will never let the user 
down with a flat tyre. 

Most application using small tyres 
like 3.00-4 are never used day in and 
day out – It will often be fitted on 
application that over a longer period 
of time will be off service – making it 
more important that it is inflated and 
ready to run at any point of time.
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STARCO – a Kenda company 
STARCO has been a pioneering force in the wheel and tyre industry for more than 55 years. Today, 550 STARCOnians make up a great team bound by a passion to develop, manufacture 
and deliver clever wheel solutions. STARCO’s specialty is low and high volume standard and bespoke complete wheels for a wide range of applications – from the smallest wheelbarrow 
or trailer, to large agricultural or industrial machines and implements. 

With factories in the UK, Croatia and China, as well as eight sales and distribution locations across Europe, STARCO has a widespread distribution network. STARCO is a part of the Kenda 
Group that is one of the world’s leading tyre and tube manufacturers with factories all over the world and 10,000 employees globally.

 Learn more at starco.com 

Strong innovative culture 
and agile plastic wheel and 
PU tyre manufacturing as 
well as in-house design and 
mould manufacturing. We 
excel in puncture-proof tyres 
and produce more than 
750,000 4 to 18-inch wheels 
a year.

STARCO Flex Lite 
- for sack trucks


